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35 Years of Servicing New Mexico’s  

Construction Industry… 

 

 
And we’ve only just begun 



In the eighties, the market for workers’ compensation in New Mexico was terrible.  Rates were extremely high and as 

loss ratios rose, large carriers started to leave, leaving New Mexico employers with few options for coverage,            

especially contractors. 

In response, a group of HBA members that included contractors, agents, and others researched the workers’           

compensation laws in other states. They helped change NM law to allow workers’ compensation self-insured funds, 

and then put together a proposal to start a workers’ compensation fund for eligible contractors of the New Mexico 

Home Builders Association.  These folks traveled throughout New Mexico, talking to other HBA Member contractors, 

and convincing them to join this risky new venture.  And each of those companies put up $100 in seed money to help 

get Builders Trust started. 

In November of 1987, Builders Trust opened its doors to service eligible members of the New Mexico Home Builders 

Association.  At that time, the focus was on residential builders and artisans such as painters, masons, and framers and 

by the end of 1988, there were 154 Participants in the fund.  

Though the first two years were difficult, the staff and Board of Trustees persevered.  Then, a committee was formed 

to work on reforming the entire workers’ compensation law.  Their efforts were successful and became the reform of 

1991 and, except for minor changes over the years, the law has basically stayed the same, and Builders Trust has  

flourished and grown to be the second  largest writer of workers’ compensation coverage in New Mexico.   

By our 10th anniversary, the number of Participants had grown to 1,826, and by our 20th anniversary there were 2,150       

Participants in the Fund.   

During those first 20 years, the workers’ compensation industry ebbed and flowed as it does, and large carriers came 

and went as their profit margins dictated.  But Builders Trust, an unincorporated association, stayed as promised.  

When the housing bubble burst in 2008 – 2009, many contractors went out of business or downsized.  In an effort to 

stay in  business, many of them redirected their efforts and added commercial work to their resumés.  This led to the 

Builders Trust Board of  Trustees making the decision to service commercial contractors in addition to residential    

contractors in 2011.   

In 2018 at 30 years, Participant numbers had dropped to 1,623, from a high of 2,262 in 2006.  Even though the number 

of Participants had declined, covered payroll increased from $482 million in 2006 to $709 million in 2022.  Builders 

Trust had also moved claims adjusting and audit services in-house to better serve our Participants.  

Over the years, safety was, and continues to be the primary focus of Builders Trust.  The Board of Trustees has          

allocated significant dollar amounts to these efforts which include in-person safety training, on-line safety videos,    

podcasts, a traveling safety training trailer and now our Mobile Safety App, which puts safety on your phone and takes 

it right to the job site.  In addition, our Field Safety staff has partnered with local HBAs, the AGC, the ABC and other          

contractor associations to offer top notch safety training for construction workers around the state.  Builders Trust 

now  conducts more safety training than any other carrier in New Mexico and only plans to grow this service. 

Other innovative products and services that have been introduced over the years, such as the EZ Premium Factor, 

which combines all credits and debits into one EZ factor; the claims payment option program, and our insured portal, 

have helped Participants monitor claims, pay premium and control their work comp expenses as much as possible.   

It’s been 35 years and Builders Trust plans to be here for the next 35 years.  Our Board of Trustees, consisting of Fund 

Participants just like you, will continue to search for and implement innovative solutions to your workers’                  

compensation needs. Our first-class and knowledgeable staff is always here to help you in any way they can.    

When you need us, we’ll be here...now and in the future.  

When everyone else left the New Mexico Workers’           

Compensation Market, Builders Trust stayed...  
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Though the number of            

Participants has fallen over    

recent years, covered payroll has 

continued to increase.  This 

growth helps to ensure the    

stability of your Fund for the 

long term. The years reflecting 

the housing bubble and      

COVID-19 are shown in Red on 

the right.   
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